From The President
We were very pleased to see
the performance of the 7
RAR team in the Duke of
Gloucester Cup at the
School of Infantry in early August. The 7
RAR team led by Corporal Jake Gattica and
Lance Corporal Mitch Haustoffer took out
second place in a very demanding
completion against sections from all seven
battalions in the regiment. The Duke of
Gloucester Cup is a competition where
placings are often separated by the
slimmest of margins and a top three placing
on any year is a very good outcome, so
credit must also go to the staff who
prepared the squad, in particular WO2 Luke
Dancey and SGT Justin Evans. It was also
great to see the competition up and running
again after two years hiatus as a result of
COVID.
Since our last newsletter numerous
command
appointments
have
been
announced
including
the
incoming
command team for 7 RAR in 2023. LTCOL
Lambert will assume command from LTCOL
Spackman over the Christmas period.
LTCOL Lambert previously served in B Coy
as a platoon commander when 7 RAR was
re-raised in 2007, as the Adjutant, and as OC
B Company and later Operations Officer.
WO1 Ashman will assume the appointment
of RSM taking over from WO1 Craig, who
will depart on a posting to the US Army’s
Sergeant Major Academy. WO1 Ashman is
also well known in the battalion, having
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started his career in Holsworthy in 5/7 RAR,
he also served in 7 RAR in a number of roles
including Platoon Sergeant and CSM B
Company.
It was also very pleasing to learn that
another former 7 RAR commander, COL
Dave McCammon will be promoted to
Brigadier and assume command of the
Townsville based 3rd Brigade from January.
Joining him as the 3rd Brigade RSM will be
WO1 Rob Munro, a former CSM A Coy, so it
will be good to see a strong 7 RAR influence
in the north. Another former Commanding
Officer, COL Paul Graham will assume the
appointment of Defence Attache Berlin (and
accredited to Kiev), a fascinating post given
the circumstances unfolding in Europe.
WO1 Mick Landy will conclude his
appointment as RSM 1st Division and
commission into an appointment at Combat
Training Centre in Townsville. Finally, it was
also pleasing to note the appointment of
another former Commanding Officer, BRIG
Mal Wells as an Officer of the Order of
Australia (AM) in the recent Queens
Birthday honours list. Its tremendous to see
the careers of these men continuing to
prosper and the calm influence each of
them have over our Army.
The Battalion and the 1st Armoured
Regiment will soon be reporting to
Headquarters 9th Brigade in Adelaide. 9th
Brigade will become a blended formation of
regular and reserve units in South Australia

as part of Forces Command (or what others
may remember as Land Command).
These changes in reporting lines will make
very little change to daily life in the
Battalion for the majority of the troops but
are part of a broader reorganisation of
army’s formations.
Finally, it’s tremendous to see the efforts of
Karl Metcalf in assembling material for a
publication on the first tour. His work on the

2nd Edition of 7 in 70 was outstanding and
it’s great to see the assistance he is getting
from the broader membership group by way
of the provision of photos and confirmation
of names, dates and other details for the
first tour men and their families.
Mick Garraway
President

THERE WE WERE IN 1970!!!! OINK OINK
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“FROM THE EDITOR‘S DESK”
MEMBERS, AS WE ALL GAIN YEARS IN OUR LIFE, WE HAVE PROBABLY GOT STASHED
AWAY SOMEWHERE AT HOME STACKS OF MEMORIBILIA OF OUR OLD MILITARY LIFE
DURING OUR SHORT OR LONG TERM OF SERVICE. OBVIOUSLY YOU WILL PROBABLY
HAND IT ON TO YOUR FAMILY MEMBERS IF THEY WANT IT, BUT THINK ABOUT HANDING
IT OVER TO OUR CURRENT BATTALION, JUST A THOUGHT FOR YOU TO CONSIDER.

NSW Members please note, the 20th of August there is a reception at GOVT
House for Viet Vets, your local RSL branch should notify all Vietnam
Veterans if they are involved with this activity, they will provide you with Transport to and from the
activity, all you need to do is register with your RSL that you would like to attend. As the date gets
closer they will advise you of the pickup and drop off locations. I should imagine that it will be those
RSL Sub-Branches close to the location of GOVT House that will be involved in this activity.
Memorial for Indigenous veterans unveiled:
https://www.abc.net.au/7.30/memorial-for-indigenous-veterans-unveiled/13922852

Vietnam Veterans Day SYDNEY
When: Thursday 18 August 2022 at 11:00am.
Where: Sydney Cenotaph in Martin Place.
Details: The commemoration is open to members and the public to attend in person. For further
information please see the Members may also be interested in the current exhibition at the
Anzac Memorial Hyde Park, Remembering Australia's War in Vietnam 1962-1972. The exhibition
is free and open every day, 9am to 5pm until 31 December 2022.
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“Rest ye oh Warrior, You will battle no more,
No longer to live the horrors of war,
Your duty was done with honour and pride,
Farewell oh brother, until we march by your side.
It is with deep and sincere sympathy that I report the death of former Friends and
Comrades in arms”
56626 Robert Shenfield, ADMIN COY 1971, passed away Thursday 24 March 2022.
2791545 Phillip John Mc Lean, PNRS 2nd tour, passed away Sunday 1 May 2022.
1200733 Roger Ashley Fawns, A1 1st tour, passed away ? May 2022.
1202552 Ronald Edwin Briais, 2nd tour, passed away Sunday 15 May 2022.
3796590 William Edward McLennan, D10, TPT, 2nd tour, passed away Thursday 19
May 2022.
313648 Patrick Joseph Kelly, RECCE PL2nd tour, passed away Thursday 2 June 2022
1202581 Barry John (Father) O’Leary, PNRS 2nd tour, passed away Friday 3 June
2022.
312643 Russell John Jones, RECCE PL 2nd tour, passed away Sunday 11 June 2022.
2790451 Barry Charles Meagher MORS 2nd tour, passed away ? July 2022.
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2784870 Paul William Phelan, 1st tour, passed away ? July 2022
LEST WE FORGET
2790542 Bernard Paul Folkes, ADMIN 2nd tour, passed away Saturday 16 July 2022.

TIGERS & PIGGIES
In a zoo in California, a mother tiger gave birth to a rare set of triplet tiger cubs.
Unfortunately, due to complications in the pregnancy, the cubs were born
prematurely and due to their tiny size, they died shortly after birth. The mother tiger
after recovering from delivery, suddenly started to decline in health, Although
physically she was fine. The veterinarians felt that the loss of her litter had caused
the tigress to fall into a depression. The doctors decided that if the tigress could
surrogate another mother's cubs, perhaps she would improve.
After checking with many other zoos across the country, the depressing news was
that there were no tiger cubs of the right age to introduce to the mourning mother.
The veterinarians decided to try something that had never been tried in a zoo
environment. Sometimes a mother of one species will take on the care of a different
species. The only orphans' that could be quickly found, were a litter of weanling
pigs.
The zoo keepers and vets wrapped the piglets in tiger skin and placed the babies
around the mother tiger. Would they become cubs or pork chops?
Take a look...
Who said the TIGERS DIDN’T LUV US PIGGIES
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oink!!
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National Service Research Project - Invitation to Participate
Between 1965 and 1972, 63,740 young Australians were called up under the National
Service scheme. 15,381 of them saw operational service in Vietnam. Of these, 200
died and 1279 were wounded.
The history of this period has been extensively chronicled in the Australian
literature, but very little research has been conducted into the choices offered to
these soldiers, and their attitudes to service.
Their service, like that of all soldiers, sailors and airmen, deserves to be thoroughly
researched, remembered and chronicled.
In an effort to address this anomaly, I am working on a master’s thesis supervised
through the University of Southern Queensland. If you are an ex-national
serviceman, you are invited to participate.
I am seeking to recruit two groups of ex-national servicemen for interview.
The first group are those who volunteered for national service after reaching the age
of eighteen years and nine months (early registration).
The second group are those who had their birthdates drawn in one of the sixteen
ballots held between 1965 and 1972.
If you would like to participate, please make contact using the following email
address – nashosearch@gmail.com
Please indicate which group you belong to. Detailed information, including a more
comprehensive outline of the project will be provided to respondents. Deadline for
completion of the project is July 2023.

THE BEST FROM THE WEST
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Hello PIGS everywhere, from all PIGS in the WEST.
ANZAC DAY IN PERTH
The weather (29 degs) held out for our march despite a pending threat of rain
forthcoming. We were very short on numbers this year no doubt due to many
preferring to march within their own suburbs. In attendance were our banner
carriers Noel BELL and John SMITH. Attending were Gary MILLS, Ian McNEE,
Col KELLY, Charlie MATHESON, Peter VLACHOU, Geoff BROPHY, Bob WALL,
Allan WEST, Don CRUDEN, Keith BATTERSBY, Richard ADAMS, Peter
CURLEY, Bob SIMPSON, John DAVIES (our parade RSM did a sterling job and so
can have the job next year). Albert Jacob usually carries his uncle’s Australian flag
(Paul NAVARRE KIA 2nd TOUR), but this year had his young son Joshua do the
honours and he did an extremely good job - I told him he can come again next year
- but no increase in attendance money. Also marching were Nicole ANDERTON,
Val O'BRIEN (sister of Noel CROUCH KIA 2nd TOUR) and not forgetting Ben
CLAIZIE carrying the Australian Flag in honour of his uncle Alex BELL (KIA 1 ST
TOUR). Also with us were Don CRUDEN’S grandsons, Ryan who has marched
with us for 33 years and Matthew who has been with us for 15 years, well done
those men. There were other family members (too many to recall) however that is
what our Association is all about - FAMILY. Geoff MURRAY had a good excuse
not to march. One of his grandchildren went down with the dreaded virus and he
was considered a close contact. Well done Geoff I liked that excuse.
We had 2 Mayors in attendance: Basil ZEMPILAS Lord Mayor of PERTH (DON'S
GRANDSON BY MARRIAGE) and Albert JACOB (MAYOR of City of
JOONDALUP) Thankfully Spunky FIELDHOUSE (not marching) took charge of
our RV café to ensure that we had ample space for our members (and families). I
am glad he did as the Navy in Perth are growing in numbers and tend to "invade"
any drinking place. This year our preferred café was run off its feet - only 2 staff
members to quench our thirst and it was hard going to get a drink.
We will need to re-examine our situation next year. Find a place to gather is getting
harder and I thank our many attendees for their patience and understanding that
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we were under pressure especially after a 3-year absence from having an ANZAC
DAY MARCH. Of interest it was welcoming to see 5/7 RAR complete with banner,
in attendance, though low in numbers we can only hope they will continue to grow
in numbers and strength. Some photos of PIGS in attendance to follow:

L to R: unidentified, Geoff Brophy, Nicole Anderton.
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Keith Battersby.

Sandra and Peter Vlachou.

Allan West and daughter Melanie.
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Don Cruden and Spunky Fieldhouse.

All that’s left of RSM John Davies, after a hard day trying to keep us in step.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
A couple of photos from the archive, showing how young we looked.
This is a gathering of PIGS in Kings Park, not sure of the date but probably circa
1990.

Front Row L to R: Noel Peverett (Dec.), Geoff “Bluey” Dunne, Rick Low, Mick
O’Halloran with Commemorative Flag, Julia Jacob NOK Paul Navarre KIA 2 nd
Tour, Marc Jacob (Dec.) Julia’s husband (just behind Julia’s left side), Don Cruden
& Spunky Fieldhouse holding 7RAR Flag.
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Mick O’Halloran with Commemorative Flag and Julia Jacob
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WE HAVE A POET IN OUR MIDST
As you all know, Victor Churchill Dale 1st Tour has produced many poems over the
years, but here is a great new poem he recently sent to Don Cruden and is
reproduced here with Vic’s permission:

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG
I remember old friend, as the years seem to fade
Was the days of our youth, and life changes were made
We followed the ANZAC to war
The ballot boxes numbers, or the lad with a dream
The time old held honour, fight for kingdom and Queen
We were teenagers no more
Daybreak on the bugle, on the roll call parade
Stand straight there young soldier, with each order obeyed
Vietnam was on the front page
Yes we joined up as boys, and we marched out as men
We carried our nation, on strong shoulders back then
And our days grew older by age
The jungle bore witness, between friend and the foe
Our diggers held firm, with his teamwork on show
Again the ANZAC shouldered his pride
Each battalion one year, of service completed
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With their honour and duty, were never depleted
Came home to a land of divide
I remember their cry, how we killed the babies
Those foolish young men, and silly young ladies
We felt their scorn and jeers
The politicians stood back, and cowered from the blame
And the body bags came, all five hundred by name
Yes I still remember those years

We say thank you Sydney, for the welcome march home
Near on twenty long years, we stood there alone
You tore down the anger and shame
Today we are honoured, as our years grow old
Yes our journey’s been long, and our stories now told
Tomorrow will honour our name
© Victor Churchill Dale
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MEMORIES OF GALLIPOLI 2015
The following photos brought back memories of our fantastic trip to Gallipoli in
August 2015 for the 100th anniversary of Lone Pine.
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RELEVANT TO ALL OF US – “THE BACK NINE”
I FIRST STARTED READING THIS EMAIL & WAS READING FAST UNTIL
I EACHED THE THIRD SENTENCE. I STOPPED AND STARTED OVER
READING SLOWER AND THINKING ABOUT EVERY WORD. THIS EMAIL
IS VERY THOUGHT PROVOKING. MAKES YOU STOP AND THINK. READ
SLOWLY!
AND THEN IT IS WINTER
You know ... time has a way of moving quickly and catching you unaware of
the passing years. It seems just yesterday that I was young, just married and
embarking on my new life with my mate. Yet in a way, it seems like eons
ago, and I wonder where all the years went. I know that I lived them all.
I have glimpses of how it was back then and of all my hopes and dreams.
But, here it is... the back nine of my life and it catches me by surprise...How
did I get here so fast? Where did the years go and where did my youth go?
I remember well seeing older people through the years and thinking that
those older people were years away from me and that I was only on the first
hole and the back nine was so far off that I could not fathom it or imagine
fully what it would be like.
But, here it is...my friends are retired and getting gray...they move slower and
I see an older person now. Some are in better and some worse shape than
me...but, I see the great change...Not like the ones that I remember who were
young and vibrant...but, like me, their age is beginning to show and we are
now those older folks that we used to see and never thought we'd become.
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Each day now, I find that just getting a shower is a real target for the day!
And taking a nap is not a treat anymore... it's mandatory! Cause if I don't on
my own free will... I just fall asleep where I sit!
And so...now I enter into this new season of my life unprepared for all the
aches and pains and the loss of strength and ability to go and do things that I
wish I had done but never did!! But, at least I know, that though I’m on the
back nine, and I'm not sure how long it will last...this I know, that when it's
over on this earth...it's over. A new adventure will begin! Yes, I have
regrets. There are things I wish I hadn't done...things I should have done, but
indeed, there are many things I'm happy to have done. It's all in a lifetime.

So, if you're not on the back nine yet...let me remind you, that it will be here
faster than you think. So, whatever you would like to accomplish in your life
please do it quickly! Don't put things off too long!! Life goes by quickly. So,
do what you can today, as you can never be sure whether you’re on the back
nine or not!
You have no promise that you will see all the seasons of your life...so, live for
today and say all the things that you want your loved ones to remember...and
hope that they appreciate and love you for all the things that you have done
for them in all the years past!!
"Life" is a gift to you. The way you live your life is your gift to those who
come after. Make it a fantastic one. LIVE IT WELL! ENJOY TODAY! DO
SOMETHING FUN! BE HAPPY ! HAVE A GREAT DAY Remember "It is
health that is real wealth and not pieces of gold and silver. LIVE HAPPY IN
2022!
LASTLY, CONSIDER THIS:
~Your kids are becoming you......but your grandchildren are perfect!
~Going out is good.. Coming home is better!
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~You forget names.... But it's OK because some people forgot they even knew
you!!!
~You realize you're never going to be really good at anything like golf.
~The things you used to care to do, you aren't as interested in anymore, but
you really do care that you aren't as interested.
~You sleep better on a lounge chair with the TV 'ON' than in bed. It's called
"pre-sleep".
~You miss the days when everything worked with just an "ON" and "OFF"
switch..
~You tend to use more 4 letter words ... "what?"..."when?"... ???
~You notice everything they sell in stores is "sleeveless"?!!!
~What used to be freckles are now liver spots.
~Everybody whispers.
~You have 3 sizes of clothes in your closet.... 2 of which you will never wear.
~~~But Old is good in some things: Old Songs, Old movies, and best of
all,OLD FRIENDS!!
Stay well, "OLD FRIEND!" Send this on to other "Old Friends!" and let them
laugh in AGREEMENT!!! It's Not What You Gather, But What You Scatter
That Tells What Kind Of Life You Have Lived.
TODAY IS THE OLDEST YOU'VE EVER BEEN; YET THE YOUNGEST
YOU'LL EVER BE, SO ENJOY THIS DAY WHILE IT LASTS.
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SOUTH VIETNAM ITEMS FOR 7RAR MUSEUM
If any members have any unwanted South Vietnam items, or maybe you’re reorganising your “Man Cave”, please get in touch with Don Cruden so they can be
collected and forwarded to 7RAR for adding to their museum that they are in the
process of putting together. We need to gather these items in before anyone starts a
clean-up and throws items on the rubbish heap.
Phone Don on 93740014 after 1800 or email on dcruden1@bigpond.com

SICK PARADE
Charlie Matheson reports that Denis Gates is in Geraldton hospital after a fall, he
suffered a busted hip and also has dementia. His daughter keeps us informed and
he is hoping to get out but they won’t allow it just yet.
Thanks Charlie, keep us informed.
MEMBER’S STORIES
Like SBS with a thousand stories to tell, our ex 7RAR members have also hidden
stories. This is one of those stories…
My name is Bob WALLER and I served with 7RAR in South Vietnam with the
Mortar Platoon and later I did two tours with 9 Sqn RAAF as a helicopter gunner.
I was called up for National Service on 29th Sep 1965 and after normal training was
posted to 7RAR and Mortar Platoon. After serving almost 6 months in country all
2nd intake Nashos were told they could go home or sign on for another 6 or 12
months. I signed on for 6 months.
I returned to Australia in Jan 1968 and was discharged in Perth. The Nashos who
served the full two years got a payment of $100 for each year but because I did an
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extra 6 months, I got nothing. I was pissed off about that. $200 was a lot of money
back then.
The next 6 months in civvy street were a blur – believe me.
I headed to the Recruiting Office in Perth expecting to re-sign on. There was this
poster “JOIN THE RAAF”. I had flashbacks, coming out of the scrub, sweating,
stinking, climbing in and out of choppers and being flown back to the “Dat”.
I got into the RAAF and was assigned to Airfield Defence Guards and found
myself back in South Vietnam on 11th Mar 1969. Having served on choppers for 8
months as “dust-off”, gunship, hash & trash, I returned to Australia on the 12 th of
Mar 1970 and took some leave.
Later I applied for a Chopper Crewman’s course and having passed applied to
return to South Vietnam. I returned on 14th Mar 1971 for a 3rd tour.
I returned to Australia on 3rd Dec 1971, worked on choppers for the next 2 years
including 1 year in New Guinea.
I took 6 months early discharge and returned to civilian life.
During my RAAF service I was on a chopper that was shot down in country and
another incident where we crashed and burnt in New Guinea. On one occasion in
South Vietnam, I got hit on the metal plate I sat on and believe me that was one
helluva kick up the arse. I felt all of that pain.
I found return to civilian life HARD and still do.
Attached are excerpts from two letters, one from the ARMY and another from the
RAAF, which I think you’ll find interesting.
From The Army (some sections not included)
I have received your application to be considered for the Infantry Combat Badge.
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As your period of active service with 7RAR fulfils the criteria, I have approved your
application.
You should also note that we are unable to supply the ICB at public expense as you
are no longer serving, however they may be purchased from most militaria shops for
a nominal fee.
From the RAAF (some sections not included)
Thank you for your recent application to be awarded the Air Force Ground Combat
Badge. I have assessed your application against the criteria established by the Chief
of Air Force and agree the nature of your warlike service merits the awarding of the
badge.
Accordingly, please find enclosed a copy of the badge and a miniature replica.
On behalf of the Chief of Air Force and the Director General of Personnel – Air Force,
I thank you for your service and wish you all the best for the future.

They should be self-explanatory. ARMY approved my ICB but advised me I had to
buy my own entitlement. The RAAF offered me congratulations on earning the
RAAF Air Force Ground Combat Badge and issued me the badge and a miniature.
Now, which service would you join?
All the best to the PIGS that are surviving.
Signed “Wallaby”

Thanks Wallaby great story.
If there are any other stories like this out there, contact Don Cruden by email on
dcruden1@bigpond.com
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PEARLS FROM VICTORIA
Anzac Commemoration Service (24th April)
As part of the lead in to Anzac Day a
commemorative service is held at Wattle Park
remembering a number of Infantry Battalions
from WW1 and WW2. 7RAR was also
represented through our linkage with 7th(AIF)
and 2nd/7th… Music was provided by the
Melbourne Tramways Band with the keynote
address provided by Davis Laird (7thAIF
Association) who reminded us of how our nation
was under threat in the dark days of 1942. The
ode was recited by Graeme Chapman (OC C
Coy 1st Tour) who provided us with a brief
history of how and why Lawrence Binyon wrote
his stirring poem. One of the I particularly noted
that the organisers ensured that younger
Australians were involved – 1st Bennetswood
Scout Group members in flag raising and the
reading (In Flanders Field) and the Catafalque
Party drawn from the Melbourne High School
Cadet Unit.

Anzac Day 2022
Despite some initial confusion over our FUP, we
eventually congregated in our normal location in
Collins St. Originally our component of the March
was scheduled to step off at 0830 – after some
significant lobbying the time was rescheduled to 0930 which actually ended up being 0915 – a
small point perhaps but it did mean that there was more confusion than usual. Numbers were
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down by comparison to
pre-covid Marches and
could be put down to
this year being
effectively a long
weekend and it may be
that many 7RAR took
the opportunity to
travel to regional or
interstate ceremonies.
Despite the smaller
numbers we still
managed to put on a
good show for the
many people lining the
route. We even managed to appear on TV!.
Bell’s Hotel Reunion
As with the March, our numbers were down on previous years but Bell’s still looked after us
well in terms of cold beers, nice wine and fine food. I hope that they will continue to look
after us in future years – provided our numbers keep up. We estimate that we only had about
50-60 veterans, family and friends and perhaps we should look to combining with the Royal
Australian Regiment Association at their venue. The Victorian Committee would appreciate
your feedback on maintaining our own Post-March at our own venue. The advantage of
having our own lunch is that we can take the opportunity to call our own Roll of Honour – a
ceremony not possible if we join in with the RAR Association.
Readers R-L Barry Hester,
Mike Hoskins, Geoff Wood,
Roo Dowley, Matilda
Anderson
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Anzac Service, St Columba’s College Essendon
On their first day of Term 2 (April 26) the College held a Assembly at which they took
the opportunity to commemorate Anzac Day by inviting some representative family
members to lay wreaths accompanied by their related students. When it came time to lay
wreaths our host students led us out from the hall to the flagpoles in front of the College where
we party formed up and laid our wreaths. I remember thinking it was a pity the assembled
students didn’t have the chance to participate. I should have taken modern technology into
account – the ceremony was live streamed into the Assembly on large screens. The Last Post
and Rouse was played by Megan Price. Veterans were Brad Clark (Iraq 07/08 and still
serving), Jim Cooper (2RAR 67/68) and Bill Anderson (7RAR 67/68).
Vietnam Veterans’ Day 18 August
This year marks the 60th anniversary of Australia's involvement in the Vietnam War. The
annual commemoration service will commence with veterans marching to the Shrine forecourt
before a memorial service at 11am. The service will include musical performances by the
RAAF Band and Vietnam War-era performers including Normie Rowe, Denise Drysdale,
Mike Brady, Marcie Jones and John Schumann. Wreaths will be laid at the Eternal Flame in
remembrance. We have been advised that this will be the last full-blown March and future
years will possibly take the form of a simple ceremony in the forecourt. Unless you will be
attending local ceremonies it would be good to have this ‘last hurrah’. The service will also
be live-streamed on the Shrine's website and Facebook page.
For more information visit: https://www.shrine.org.au/vietnam-veterans-day-commemoration
Parting Shot
A woman has the last word in any argument.
Anything a man says after that is the beginning of a new argument.
Remember that and stay healthy.
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Bill Anderson
0419-877-463
lastwill@hotkey.net.au

An update from the 7th Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment
The Battalion returned to Horseshoe Lines
(HSL) in late April 2022 after supporting
Operation FLOOD ASSIST 2022 and
Operation AGED CARE ASSIST. These
operations had the members assisting
Australians in need across New South
Wales, Victoria and South Australia.
Upon returning home, the Battalion hosted
the 7th Battalion Association Reunion for
the 51st Anniversary of the Second Tour
of Vietnam on 21 and 22 April 2022.
Across the two days, the Battalion
provided weapon displays, M113AS4
armoured personnel carriers
demonstrations, static M1A1 tank and ASLAV displays and a non-lethal training ammunition activity which
the Association members observed in the close training area. After both days, the Association members, and
their families, attended a BBQ lunch with the soldiers.
Following closely behind the Association Reunion, the
Battalion conducted an ANZAC Day dawn service. With
the COVID restrictions relaxed, a crowd of over 300
enjoyed a traditional gunfire breakfast, good
conversation and an excellent ceremony.

The catafalque party at the 7 RAR dawn service, 2022

The 7th Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment,
honoured their fallen with the recently restored memorial
wall.

Commanding Officer, LTCOL RL Spackman, pays his respects at the
dawn service, 2022
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Each member of the Battalion
honour role had their name and rank
read aloud. It was a fitting and
moving tribute to their service and
their sacrifice.
The Battalion then moved into
Adelaide CBD and marched with
the Colours in the ANZAC Day
parade, something it has not been
able to do since 2019.

The Battalion marching on ANZAC Day, 2022

MRH-90s from 6 AVN approach the Holden Factory Landing Zone

weeks.
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After supporting units in the 1st
Brigade throughout May, the
Battalion transitioned into Exercise
BOARS FLIGHT and BOARS
RUN. The Battalion conducted both
these exercises within the old Holden Factory
in Elizabeth. Exercise BOARS FLIGHT was a
platoon level activity centred on an urban
clearance with an air insertion by MRH-90s
provided by the 6th Aviation Regiment. In
contrast, Exercise BOARS RUN provided
company level mechanised activities with
other units such as the 1st Combat Engineer
Regiment and forward observers from the
8th/12th Regiment, The Royal Australian
Artillery.
With the exercises complete, the Battalion is
preparing to deploy on the Brigade activity,
Exercise PREDATORS RUN, in the coming

K1 – Alpha Company
Quarter two has seen Alpha Company deploy on various support tasks across Australia. As such, Alpha
Company soldiers have pivoted their focus from Operation FLOOD ASSIST 22 to foundation warfighting in
preparation for Exercise PREDATOR RUN in Darwin.
In May, Alpha Company deployed to Puckapunyal, Victoria, to support the Royal Military College-Duntroon
(RMC-D) as they conducted Battle Block two B. This saw aspiring Platoon Commanders complete a range of
offensive and defensive tactical actions in a conventional environment. In addition, Alpha Company soldiers
completed various opposing force tasks utilising the Army's new doctrine based on fictional adversaries in the
Indo-Pacific region. The terrain in Puckapunyal also allowed Alpha Company soldiers to refresh their
mechanised skills with the M113AS4 platform in partnership with M1A1 Main Battle Tanks and ASLAVs
from the School of Armour. As a result, RMC-D Staff Cadets received excellent exposure to a range of Army
assets. At the same time, Alpha Company could complete Exercise ALPHA STRIKE, which tested Section
Commanders' ability to command and control riflemen during live-fire section attacks.

The CO and RSM, 7 RAR, addressing Staff Cadets on Ex ALPHA
STRIKE

Alpha Company also directly supported Operation AGED CARE ASSIST in Victoria under JTF629.2. As a
result, several soldiers were qualified to drive civilian ambulances for Ambulance Victoria. Although not a
traditional task for riflemen in the RAR, the soldiers were excited to trade the turret of the M113AS4 for the
front seat of an ambulance to provide immediate assistance to frontline healthcare workers as they continued
to deal with the second and third order effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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K2 – Bravo Company
Since returning from Op AGED
CARE
ASSIST, Bravo Company has
refocused
on its primary role of Mechanised
Warfighting. In late May, the
company
attached to the 1st Armoured
Regiment
(1 ARMD REGT) and deployed to
Cultana to
support Exercise PARATUS
WALK.
During this exercise, the company
focused on
platoon-level mounted and
dismounted
manoeuvres, completing several
full mission
profiles and live fire ranges. Bravo
Company
conducted tank integration training
with Bravo
Soldiers of B Coy conducting a live fire range during Exercise
Squadron from 1 ARMD REGT in
the second
PARATUS WALK
half of the activity. Together, they
learned how to
move, shoot and communicate in a combined arms setting before conducting an integrated live fire activity.

Soldiers of B Coy practicing light urban breaching in the
lead up to Exercise BOARS RUN
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With Ex PARATUS WALK completed, Bravo
Company continued its warfighting focus in the urban
environment. After a refit and reset period, four
platoon members conducted air mobile operations in
the Holden Facility during Exercise BOARS FLIGHT.
Shortly after, the rest of the company was able to test
their urban skills during Exercise BOARS RUN. The
exercise was a 48-hour full mission profile in the
Holden Facility, where soldiers could practice critical
skills such as light urban breaching, population
control, and vital asset protection. While the two
months since mid-May has seen Bravo Company
conduct three exercises, K2 is currently conducting a
period of rest and maintenance. Upon return, the
company will commence battle preparation for
Exercise PREDATORS RUN in August.

K3 – Charlie Company
K3 maintained an enduring element that supported aged care facilities and ambulance support tasks in
Melbourne from April to July 22.
K3 members had the honour and privilege to
participate in ANZAC Day activities. For many, it
first ANZAC Day in uniform after the State
Government eased COVID restrictions across
Australia. The company supported these
celebrations in Walkerville, Tea Tree Gully and
United Football Club. Captain Porter and Private
Tropiano were afforded the opportunity to play
Adelaide United Legends team against the Army
the ANZAC Day curtain raiser at Coopers Stadium.
Hyde had the honour of leading the catafalque party
national television in front of a large crowd,
performing the ceremony seamlessly. Private Munn
Private Hall represented the ADF AFL team against
Australian Combined Emergency Team under the
of the CSM, WO2 Cawsey, at the Adelaide Oval.

was their
South
Adelaide
with the
Team in
Corporal
on
and
the
tutelage

In May, a large portion of the company deployed
on
Exercise THUNDER RUN 22. This exercise would see the company support the 8th/12th Regiment, The Royal
Australian Artillery, conducting live fire activities, focusing on
working closely with the Joint Fires teams. Refusing to let
training opportunities go to waste, the company also worked
hard to attain our live fire activities. This culminated with the
platoons conducting a quick attack on a mortar position with
two in-depth defensive positions, testing the command
elements in their quick battle orders and fire support control
measures. Once the live fire component was complete, platoons
were given a clearance task against a mobile and active enemy
force. This task allowed the Officer Commanding to observe
his company and pass on learning points and guidance to the
junior non-commissioned officers and officers.
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The Company used the time in the Cultana training area to test the Optionally Crewed Combat Vehicle (OCCV)
command car concept. This proved the concept of three M113s connected to a master M113, with K3 members
trained by BAE engineers under guidance from AHQ. The OCCVs use what would best be described as the
Army’s version of the Xbox or PlayStation. The continued trials intend to prove a unique concept and a
capability for Army into the future.
In addition, the Company had the opportunity to work with the 6th Aviation Regiment and members of the
Special Forces community on Exercise BOARS FLIGHT. The Special Forces soldiers allow K3 to enhance
their shooting skills on the 25m range and develop urban practices in the close training area. Exercise BOARS
FLIGHT was as challenging as it was dynamic. It was the first opportunity for most to do an air insertion onto
a complex objective within the Holden Facility with the added benefit of reality-based training using the manmarking ammunition. The Company identified suitable lessons and carried those learnings into Exercise
BOARS RUN.
As quarter three rapidly approaches, the Company is well positioned for Exercise PREDATORS RUN.
K5 – Admin Company

A logistician from Admin Company transporting CES for the M113 AS4 in
preparation for Alpha Company’s deployment to Exercise ALPHA STRIKE
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It has been a busy year for K5
thus far. Since deploying on
Operation FLOOD ASSIST,
Logistics Platoon has generated a
supply and distribution effect for
nine activities across the
Battalion, including Exercise
ALPHA STRIKE, Exercise
THUNDER RUN and Exercise
BLACK RAIN. Additionally, in
and amongst our support tasks,
Logistics Platoon was able to
provide additional support to
many of these activities in the
form of safety drivers and Army
First Aiders.

Meanwhile, Technical Support Platoon has worked hard to ensure the Battalion’s fleet of vehicles are fully
functional and deployable in anticipation of our commitment to Exercise PREDATORS RUN. Not only has
the platoon committed Forward Repair Teams to the myriad of exercises conducted thus far, but they have
also sought new and innovative ways to increase the usability and effectiveness of equipment throughout the
Battalion. Of note, the C2 sight extension for the 81mm Mortar and the implementation of training glass for
the Battalions fleet of B vehicles have ensured the Battalion can overcome equipment adversity and maintain
critical capability.
K6 – Support Company
On 14 June 2022, Support Company, the 7th Battalion, The Royal
Australian Regiment, deployed to the Cultana field training area on
Exercise BLACK RAIN.
Initially delayed due to the Battalion’s commitment to Operation
FLOOD ASSIST 22 in March and April, Exercise BLACK RAIN
was a crucial activity in the Company’s training year. The exercise
enabled each specialist platoon to sharpen their unique skills to
support Battalion operations and activities effectively.
Mortar Platoon used the activity to conduct multiple live fire
practises focusing on basic and technical missions by day and by
night. The Platoon practised various mounted mortaring
techniques, including step-up drills and firing onto a single target
from multiple mortar lines. In addition, a dismounted serial
involved a five kilometre pack march to the mortar line before
executing a fire plan.
The Anti-Armour Platoon used the opportunity to develop their
live fire skills. The Platoon fired a range of weapons, including
84mm Carl Gustav Recoilless Rifle, 66mm Light Direct Fire
Support Weapon, the MAG58 and 12.7mm machine guns, MK47
40mm Automatic Grenade Launcher and the 40mm Grenade
Launcher Assembly mounted on the EF88 rifle. In addition to their
static shoots, Anti-Armour Platoon conducted observation posts
and stalked armoured targets. Enemy dismounts contacted the
observation post during the serial to enable participants to rehearse
break contact drills.
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The Recon and Sniper Platoon also played a part in the exercise, with the sniper cell zeroing their
weapons and several recon patrols rehearsing their break contact drills with live ammunition by day
and by night.
Exercise BLACK RAIN was a vital activity to ensure each platoon could continue maintaining the
highest standards of their craft and provide the 7th Battalion with specialised effects on upcoming
exercises and operations.

Duty First.
PIGS IN PARADISE
Vietnam Veterans Day – Brisbane 18 August 2022
The Vietnam Veterans Association of Australia Queensland branch will be conducting a March
followed by a Memorial Service in Brisbane on the 18th August 2022 to commemorate Vietnam
Veterans Day.
The march will commence at 10.40 am from the Market Place in front of the Treasury
Casino, George Street, Brisbane and will be led by the President of the War Widows
guild and our War Widows.
The march route will be along George Street, turning right into Adelaide Street and
then left into ANZAC Square to the Vietnam Memorial
The Memorial Service will be conducted at the Vietnam Memorial in ANZAC Square at
approximately 11.00 am
For those out-of-town people we locals gather at the Grand Central afterwards. It is just over the road.
Monthly Luncheons.
End-or-month Lunches fell by the wayside whilst I recovered from surgery but I’m back on my feet
so Queenslanders and any visitors should gather at the Grand Central Hotel for lunch at 11:30 26
August
Kev Gillett
Brisbane
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News from South Australia
Much has happened in SA since the last Porky 7 News.
First I need to advise that the Battalion has assigned a large area within one of their
buildings to display significant items pertaining to 7RAR’s history.
They have asked for items from the Vietnam era and many of us have items from that
time which are precious to us
The Battalion 2IC is heading up this project and has asked for photographs of items to
be forwarded by email to doc@antmail.com.au
NOTE - He does not want the items sent to the Battalion until officially requested.
Prior to Anzac Day we held the 7RAR Second Tour Vietnam Reunion.
Preregistrations for this event gave us an indication of a good attendance of approx.
400. As we neared the reunion date preregistrations started to be cancelled. With the

unexpected flooding in Queensland and New South Wales some cancellations were
to be expected. However, some may have been cancelling because they were being
Covid cautious. One of the guys from 5 platoon drove to SA, went fishing for whiting
in the Spencer Gulf, then returned to NSW. In the three weeks before the Reunion we
received 28 veteran cancellations; many were couples.
With many 7RAR personnel deployed to NSW and Qld (including the C.O. and the
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R.S.M.) to assist with the flooding clean-up, I have no doubt that the 7RAR Adjutant,
Captain Darrian Williams, would have had a very heavy workload including
ensuring the preparation of the on Base activities for the Reunion days.
The Pig Pen being prepared for the visitors and 7RAR personnel.
It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words so here are the pics.
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It was a great 2 days visiting the base. On the Saturday a group of adventurous
Veterans and Wives went on a planned bus trip to the Barossa Valley visiting
Wineries and the local chocolate factory.
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yes a good time was had by all
Thank goodness that Sunday was day of rest before Dawn Service at the 7RAR
Base

Dawn Service
Having been to every Dawn Service held on North Terrace Adelaide since
returning from Vietnam I have to say that the Service held at the Base was the best
I have ever attended.
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It was appropriately sombre, well planned and very well attended.
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After the Gunfire Breakfast it was time to leave The Horseshoe Lines
and travel to the city for the march and of course to catch up with old friends
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The Battalion was following behind us,
and having completed our march,
we lined the road as they passed.
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And another Anzac Day march was completed
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We had our monthly lunches in May, June
and in July had the pleasure of the company of some 7RAR soldiers.

July Lunch
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With the July lunch done and dusted it was time to concentrate on the final
preparations for the Commemoration Service for the 55th Anniversary of Suoi Cha
Pha.
Once again the Battalion were most supportive and on the 5 th of August a bus
arrived with not only the Catafalque Party for a practice run but also a clean up
crew to wash a polish the Memorial and its surrounds. Because August weather in
SA can be quite unpredictable arrangements had been made that the Chapel be on
standby. The Catafalque Party had a practice run in the Chapel and again the clean
up crew did their thing and well before midday all was in place for the SCP
Service come hail or shine.
The SCP Service
The Service commenced at 1030hrs
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Bob Whinnen welcomed everyone
Tony Carr read the Battle of Soui Chau Pha
Kerry Eichner read the first tour KIA list
Geoff Chandler read the bunker system assault at the Song Ria
‘Doc’ Russell read the second tour casualty list
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Cpl Daniel Knight read the Afghanistan action report “Hoppy”
this was followed with the laying of wreaths, the Ode, Last Post, a minute’s silence
and the Rouse. Padre Paul Ghanem then gave the Battalion Prayer
which was followed by the National Anthem then the Benediction.
The Catafalque Party then dismounted.
Bob Whinnen, President of 7RAR Veterans SA, then closed the ceremony.We the
adjourned to Benjamin’s on Franklin for lunch and drinks. As would be expected
everyone from Battalion were exceptional in the execution of their duties, from the
planning stage through to the service on SCP Day.
However, I will make special mention to the musicians who were superb.
The Catafalque Party were faultless in their drill and the photographs taken by
Pte Johnny Huang were very professional. That he managed to send me the
photographs promptly was also very much appreciated
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So, after a very busy 7 months perhaps we in South Australia can relax a little.
‘Doc’ – Secretary, 7RAR Veterans SA
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